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Quality, safety and reliability for your Bluetooth enabled device

Bluetooth Testing Framework

Medical device companies face several challenges when developing software, chief of which is
that it must meet international standard IEC 62304 for medical device software. They must
ensure that the quality, reliability, and safety of Bluetooth enabled devices is of a high
standard.

During development of a device, it is critical that the firmware controlling it is rigorously
tested. Manual regression testing is a challenge during development, it is time consuming,
repetitive, and expensive.

The Challenges facing Companies

This whitepaper is an introduction to the Bluetooth Testing Framework, it
explains why Bluetooth enabledmedical devices should be tested
automatically.

There is an obligation to improve the quality, safety and reliability of Bluetooth enabled
medical devices. Manual testing alone is time consuming, repetitive, and expensive.

Automation of Bluetooth testing improves quality, reliability and helps meet safety standards
for medical device software (IEC 62304), while reducing costs.

The Bluetooth Testing Framework supports the automation of testing Bluetooth enabled
medical devices.
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The solution

A well-defined set of regression tests supported by the Bluetooth Testing Framework will
ensure that the firmware has less defects, is more stable and is tested thoroughly before
being released to the Test Department. In combination with code coverage tools, the tests
should be able to achieve 100% code coverage.

When regression tests are run automatically as part of a Continuous Integration (CI) system
(see figure 1), developers can be confident that they are always working on a stable version of
the firmware.

figure 1: CI system with device under test by the Bluetooth Testing Framework

Medical device companies have large test departments to ensure that during Trials for the
device, it will be tested thoroughly. Before a Trial, it is very important that the firmware is
thoroughly tested and works well. If, for instance, devices fail to function correctly at the start
of a large Trial, it is expensive to reschedule or cancel the Trial. If a defect makes it all the way
to a released product and patients are harmed, the reputational damage to the company can
be severe.
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Contact

Andrew Connell
Test Automation Expert, itsbusiness AG

+41 79 843 58 52
andrew.connell@itsbusiness.ch

What is the Framework?

The Bluetooth Testing Framework is an application which allows the definition of Bluetooth
messages for devices, creation of tests using the messages and it handles communication of
Bluetooth messages to devices. The tests are automatically executed, and Test Reports are
generated by combining test results from individual tests.

Services

We advise on setting up the test concept, and its implementation in your existing system
environment.

We analyse your requirements, define the Bluetooth messages, and create the tests for your
Bluetooth enabled medical device. This is done on site or remotely (depending on system
access).

Support & Maintenance can also be provided during operation.

Benefits

About itsbusiness AG

An automated regression test set can run as often as needed against the software to ensure
that it always functions according to requirements. Manual testing effort is much reduced
with automation, saving on costs. The automation of Bluetooth testing also allows for more
flexibility in test and can be used as part of end-to-end testing.

Overnight testing for reliability is also an advantage of automated testing.

Finally, Reporting gives a clear indication of the status of the firmware and any problems
found during testing.

itsbusiness AG with location in Bern (CH),
Gossau (CH) and Hamburg (D) is your
reliable partner for software testing!

itsbusiness AG
Neuengasse 25, 3011 Bern
+41 31 370 32 00 | info@itsbusiness.ch


